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Lorentz MG

Supply stable power that is
power equipments-friendly!

The most advanced 
model recognized 
in worldwide
in order to stop 
global warming  

You can cut electricity bill approx 
by 6% to 10% for power equipment
of three-phase 3 wires and 4 wires 

Vector's chart of 
three-phase power circuit
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Effect1 Lower the current to reduce 
the power consumption by controlling the voltage 

A current in an inductive load such as three-phase 
motor etc is lowered by controlling the voltage.  

Effect3
Reduce the start-up current rushes in!
In the high voltage agreement the demand is significantly 
reduced.

Start-up current rushes into motor etc will be reduced. 
Further, the reduction of rushing current is able to ease 
the power loss.

Effect2 Mitigate power loss!
Compensate the voltage gap among R,S and T-phase

Maximum power loss will be eased by complementing 
voltage each other among the strong phase and weak phase. 

Effect4 The loss from transformer of receiving power facility
will be lessened

Iron and copper loss will be lowered by reducing load loss and 
total power. 

Effect5 Function of eliminating 3rd and 5th high harmonics

The equipment also has a function of eliminating high 
harmonics. It transforms 3rd and 5th harmonics to ineffective 
power.So, this is a circuit that can create renewal power with 
the original frequency so that it can supply high quality power 
with corrective source that is composed of sine wave without 
distortion.

Indeed 5effects
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Coil the wire with three-phase connection and apply symmetric three-phase voltage

How conventional core-type three-phase transformer was formed?

Symmetric three-phase voltage is applied, so that magnetic flux also becomes symmetric 
three-phase,and synthetic flux( Φ₀) will be Zero

Magnetic path of core-type three-phase transformer

Ideal model

Ideal magnetic path and magnetic fiux of three-phase transformer(single-coil type)

Chart of flux vector( It theoretically comes into existence)

Synthetic flux vector　Φ₀＝Φu-Φv－Φw

Magnetic flux having a phase is delayed by π/2[rad] from voltage
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Center leg can be
removed…..

If we produced three legs with the same 
cross-section area,

magnetic flux zero 
is never realized.

<Real three-phase transformer>
It is not realized to make magnetic
flux zero

In the real transformer(three-phase transformer), among U,V,W , magnetic
path of V-phase becomes shorter than the others. Therefore, magnetic 
reluctance of V-phase differ from the others. and it makes exciting current 
unbalance. Thus,the unbalance among exciting current vector ∠u,∠v,∠w 
makes magnetic flux density Bm of the each legs bigger.  
Hence, in the real three-phase single winded transformer, for the safety 
pupurpose cross-section area of the legs was made bigger based on the 
accumulated experiential data. Consequently,conventional magnetic path 
must has become bigger and heavier. That is to say, owing to sum of 
exciting current vector ∠u+∠v+∠w≠0, the bigger and heavier magnetic path 
was adopted in order to eliminate the affect by exciting current unbalance. 
Here, we need to reconsider the plane dimention of magnetic path having 
regard to magnetic reluctance to decide the plane dimention of center leg 
tthat is differ from other two legs, so that ∠∑=∠u+∠v+∠w=0 will come into 
existence. Accordingly, transformer with light magnetic path and the 
higher performance will be obtained. →Must come up with a new theory.

If Φ₀＝0 was realized, theoretically a center leg can be removed ! !
(However this magnetic path is unable to be produced)
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Measurement result of balancer for 12KVA(200V)

Inductance Measurement Result(1KHZ, Unit mH)

Magnetizing Inductance

Exciting Current l0

Wire durability

Load Current Maximum Current 
of Balancer

Indutance Per Wire

Ground Resonance Capacitors Parallel Parallel

Lamination 214 sheet

Wire 2.2φ(10kg)
Copper Resistance 107Ω
Iron Core 18.6kg
Dielectric Strength 
2kvfor one minute
Insulation Resistance 
Total Weight 42kg

1st Measurement

2nd Measurement

3rd Measurement

Average
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3MG30-200 1150 700 540 180 30
3MG50-200 1150 700 540 200 50
3MG60-200 1150 700 540 210 60
3MG75-200 1200 800 540

245

75
3MG80-200 1200 800 540

285

80
3MG85-200 1200 800 540

315

225
230
235 85

3MG100-200 1200 800 540

325

100
3MG125-200 1300 850 555

515

125
3MG150-200 1300 850 555

555

150
3MG175-200 1300 850 555

630

175
3MG200-200 1300 1050 590

640

200
3MG250-200 1300 1050 590

700

250
3MG300-200 1450 1150 640

900

300
3MG350-200 1450 1150 640

910

350
3MG400-200 1450 1150 640

960

400
3MG450-200 1700 1300 700

1200

450
3MG500-200 1700 1300 700

1250

500
3MG600-200 1700 1300 700 600
3MG750-200 1850 1450 840 750
3MG850-200 1850 1450 840

13001850 1450 840
18502100 1700 990

20002100 1700 990

850
3MG1000-200 1000
3MG1250-200 1250
3MG1500-200 1500
3MG1750-200 1750

87
144
173
217
231
245
289
361
433
505
577
722
866
1010
1155
1299
1443
1732
2165
2454
2887
3608
4330
5052

2000 57743MG2000-200

Model name
KVA A

Weight
(kg)

CapacityDimension(mm)
Height Width Length

ー
ー

(Three-phase) Japanese specification
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If you want to cut the extra electricity, "Lorentz-MG"is the best device.     
"Lorentz-MG" is available by easy connecting to breaker and simple 
installation      
Be more Eco-Friendly! !     
Now we are globally proposed efficient use in resource. "Lorentz-MG" 
helps you utilize the necesarry energy efficiently in order to save electricity.     

Lorentz MG
A high performance energy-saving equipment

Don't you waste electricity?

Feature of Lorentz-MG

Cut electricity bill
Lower the extra higher voltage in order 
to cut the electricity bill by about 8 to 15%.

Extend the life of appliance
Stabilize the voltage so that Lorentz-MG
is able to extend the life of appliance.

Expand the appliance
You can increase appliance by the cost saved

Contribute to saving energy
Lorentz-MG lowers electric consumption 
so that it contributes to saving energy
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Feature2

Feature3

Feature4

R and T-phase is winded on the same core by using plurality of windings, 
so that current and voltage is compensated between strong phase and 
weak phase by magnetic power

Reduce the loss from power supply unit.
Balance the voltage and current between R and T-phase

Start-up current to air-conditioner, fluorescent light and appliances will 
be reduced.
Further, power loss from circuit is lowered by this reduction 

Reduce the start-up current 
In the high voltage agreement the demand is 
significantly reduced.

Decrease the "copper loss" by lowering power and reduction of 
resistance loss

Reduce the loss from transformer in transformer facility!

Result

Feature1 Lower the higher voltage that exceeds 100V to appropriate 
voltage,so that current and power consumption is lowered.

1%V　⇒　1.94%reduction
6%V　⇒　11.64%reduction Ohm's law I= VーR

The method of reducing!
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Lately, the damages from lightning strike to appliance is 
on upward trend. 
Lorentz-MG is able to protect appliance from lightning surge.
And it is able to guard the appliance from sudden lightning strike.

Lightning surge protection for telephone line, ISDN line, earth and antena is an option.

Lightning surge protection
※option

The number of average 
lightning strike in a year 
for past 3 decades
(A report from the Metrogical Agency)

Before installing
Lorentz-MG with
surge arrester.

Damaged by 
lightning surge!

After installing
Lorentz-MG with 
surge arrester.

surgesurge

Current surge is 
released to ground
so that appliance is 
protected!

Sapporo
8.8 days

Niigata
34.8 days

Kanazawa
42.4 days

Hirosima
14.9 days

Fukuoka
24.7 days

Kochi
15.2 daysKagosima

25.1 days

Naha
21.6 days

Osaka
16.2 days

Nagoya
16.6 days

Tokyo
12.9 days

Utunomiya
24.8 days

Sendai
9.3 days
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Lorentz MG

Supply the stable and high quality power 
by automatic voltage controller.

You can save the electricity bill by about 8% to 15% 
by controling invisible tap of electricity.

Wouldn't you "cut the expenses" by the first epoch-making  
and reliable energy-saving controller.

In response to the voltage fractuation, voltage will be automatically 
rectified by the signal from the controller.For example, if the voltage 
was smaller than 95V, no signal will be sent. and if the voltage would 
be 98V, the signal automatically decreases voltage by 3V. Voltage 
would be 101V, it will be reduced by 6V.

Automatic Controller (Voltage Detection System)
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As an example

Himeji City, 
Hyougo prefecture
A pachinko hall

MG400A-W
MG350A-W

Installed
with lightning 
surge protection

Approx

1469.0kwh
/Daily average

Approx9.5%reduction  
￥674,283 saving /Y

Approx

1329.60kwh
／Daily average

Shinjyuku Ward, Tokyo
Chinese restaulant

MG65A
Installed with lightning 

surge protection

Approx

152.06kwh
/Daily average

Approx14.1%reduction  
￥126,000 saving /Y

Approx

130.69kwh
／Daily average

Minato Ward, Tokyo
Bar loundge

MG150A
-AUTO
Installed

with lightning 
surge protection

Approx

144.73kwh
/Daily average

Approx10.9%reduction  
￥126,000 saving /Y

Approx

128.88kwh
／Daily average

By turning on and off the tap of electricity,
save electricity bill approximately 
by 8%～15%
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(Single-phase)Japanese Specification

Anti-
waterproofing waterproofing

MG50A 380 230 105 13 10
MG65A 415 250 180 16 13
MG75A 415 250 180 22 15
MG100A 500 400 250

32

20
MG150A 500 400 250

34

30
MG50AW 600 400 250

39

32
34
26 10

MG65AW 600 400 250

41

13
MG75AW 600 400 250

52

15
MG100AW 600 400 250

56

20
MG150AW 600 400 250

63

30
MG200AW 700 500 250

66

40
MG250AW 800 500 250

79

50
MG300AW 800 500 250

110

60
MG350AW 800 500 250

180

70
MG400AW 900 600 300

257

80
MG500AW 1000 600 300

334

100
MG650AW 1270 700 350

340

130
MG750AW 1270 700 350 150
MG850AW 1946 800 500 170
MG1000AW 1946 800 500 200
MG1250AW 250
MG1500AW 300
MG2000AW 400
MG2500AW 500
MG50A-TC 380 230 105 14 10
MG65A-TC 445 250 180 17 13
MG75A-TC 445 250 180 23 15
MG100A-TC 500 400 250 32 20
MG150A-TC 500 400 250 35 30
MG50AW-TC 600 400 250 27 10
MG65AW-TC 600 400 250 33 13
MG75AW-TC 600 400 250 35 15
MG100AW-TC 600 400 250 40 20
MG150AW-TC 600 400 250 42 30
MG100A-AUTO 500 400 250 34 20
MG150A-AUTO 500 400 250 36 30
MG100AW-AUTO 630 500 250 48 20
MG150AW-AUTO 630 500 250 56 30
MG200AW-AUTO 700 600 350 85 40
MG250AW-AUTO 700 600 350 88 50
MG300AW-AUTO 800 600 350 109 60
MG350AW-AUTO 800 600 350 125 70
MG400AW-AUTO 1946 700 500 246 80
MG500AW-AUTO 1946 700 500 331 100
MG650AW-AUTO 1946 900 500 385 130
MG750AW-AUTO 1946 900 500 389 150
MG850AW-AUTO 1946 900 500 422 170
MG1000AW-AUTO 1946 900 500 436 200
MG1250AW-AUTO 250
MG1500AW-AUTO 300
MG2000AW-AUTO 400

500

Model name Weight
(kg)

Capacity
(KVA)

Dimension(mm)
Height Width Length

MG2500AW-AUTO
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As an example

Installed in the major super market chain(in year 2011)

Scene of installation

15
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From proposal to installation, 
please leave it to us.
We realize the best introduction plan.

An advanced investigation and measurement.
▪Contract capacity, basic rate, electricity usage and electricity 
bill etc▪Capacity and condition of facilities▪Condition of wiring and
terminal voltage▪Proportion of power equipment and fluorescent light, 
and Maximum current etc. 
based on the measurement data and necessarry documentations.

for
2 

weeks

Analysis and proposal
 Analyze the measurement data on the site and necessarry documenta
tions provided.  from the client, refferring to opinions from the electricity
manager to decide the optimum model.
And make quotation, do simmulation for proposal.

for
1

weeks

Decision and agreement
If the client agreed the installation, ▪We ask client to fill in and stamp 
a purchase order sheet.▪If client would request the rental contract, 
we'll ask client to fill in and stamp a rental contract form according to 
the respective lease company▪The date and time of installation is 
subject to the agreement with client. ( According to the footprint, it may
take us from one to two weeks to do preperation in advance  after 
sstraightening up all document.)

Conveyance and installation
▪It will take us one hour per unit to do standards work for 
preparation. Due to exceptional circumstance ,it may take us the 
longer time than usual to install.▪It will take us from 30 minutes to one 
hour to work having power interruption for cubicle and 10 minutes to 
30minutes for power distributor. 

for
2-3
weeks

Proposal, introduction and operation.

Installation diagram
<In case of general low voltage> <In case of household electrical plants>

Pole 
transformer

Tphase

Nphase

Rphase

Breaker

Load

Pole 
transformer

Tphase
T

phase

Nphase

Nphase

Rphase
R

phase

Breaker

Lorentz
-M
G

Load

Cubicle

Tphase

Nphase

Rphase

Breaker

Load

Cubicle

Tphase Tphase
Nphase

Nphase

Rphase Rphase

Breaker

Lorentz
-M
G

Load
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General Sales Agent

KUJYO CORPORATION

10-2, Isago 1-chome, Kawasaki-ku,
Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa 210-0006

JAPAN
TEL.+81-44-246-2033
FAX.+81-44-246-2073

atsushi-tomino@xvg.biglobe.ne.jp


